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Big Questions in Astrophysics
Why is the universe 

accelerating?
Which astronomical objects were 

involved in the “first light”?

Are there habitable 
extrasolar planets?

How did galaxies and the 
large-scale structure form?



Key Findings
• Worthwhile astrophysical opportunities within Lunar 

Architecture
– Most promising: low-frequency radio telescopes on the lunar 

surface, and smaller "payloads of opportunity" competitively 
selected, that mesh well with the Lunar Architecture.

• VSE should be planned so as not to preclude – and to the 
extent possible, include – capabilities that will enable 
astrophysics
– Future capabilities, lunar environment protection 

• Lunar-enabled science to be evaluated and prioritized by 
decadal survey process
– Our assessments consider match to lunar architecture as well as 

scientific promise



High Priority Enabling Technologies
• Radio-quiet (RFI) environment and infrastructure on lunar 

farside, or near Shackleton site, for low-frequency observatory 
(atmosphere and electronic density goes up significantly for a 
month with every landing)

• Large launch vehicles capabilities - VSE will include large 
launch vehicles like the Ares V, and the community should be 
part of dialogue in crafting its capabilities (e.g. volume, large 
mass capability, aspect ratio).

• Capability for secondary payload of small or medium science 
instruments (on lunar orbiters, or for transportation to lunar 
surface – Ares system, CEV)

• In-space Operations - potential for assembly, servicing, and 
deployment (trade studies).

• Large area lunar access - Autonomous and/or human-assisted 
mobility (depending on trade studies) 



Needed Assessments & Trade Studies

• Function of humans on lunar surface

• Options for large-area lunar-surface 
emplacement

• Options for operations in free space

• Strategies to maximize the potential 
for a low-frequency observatory

• Capabilities of the Ares system



High Priority Science

• Low Frequency Radio Observations

• Lunar Energetic Observatory (but better carried 
out in LEO with large launcher)

• Fundamental Physics (laser ranging)

• Site Characterization

• “Piggyback” missions to surface and lunar orbit

• Large Telescope at Earth-Sun L2



Low Priority Science (mostly 
because other sites are better)

• Lunar Optical Interferometer

• Detect Gravitational Waves

• Large Lunar Optical Telescope

• Search for exotic stable states of matter

Not our topic, given to planetary science:

• Near-Earth Asteroids



Low frequency radio 
observations require only 

lightweight dipoles



The VSE will enable progress
in all of these areas of Astrophysics

Capabilities are ideally suited 
for transportation of large-
aperture telescopes (or their 
components), of the type 
envisioned for a broad range 
of future astronomical 
missions.

Progress in some areas will be 
best achieved by 
observations from free space 
(in particular Lagrange 
points). Some interesting 
observations can be done 
from the lunar surface. 

Almost 10m 
diameter fairing
Almost 10m 
diameter fairing

Lifting power 
of 60,000 kg 
to Sun-Earth 
L2

Lifting power 
of 60,000 kg 
to Sun-Earth 
L2

Ares IAres I Ares VAres V



BETTER DONE IN LOW EARTH ORBIT
How are Galactic cosmic rays accelerated?

Would use ~150 
tons of layered 
regolith: but Ares V 
can launch 125 
tons to low Earth 
orbit, without risk 
and cost to 
astronauts

A calorimeter to study intermediate-energy 
(E ~ 106 GeV/particle) cosmic rays
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